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X_t file viewer
Professional Parasolid® Viewer to import and read X_T and X_B file formats. Using it, you can measure a 3D model, create its section view and convert to other formats, including DWG, DXF, STEP, IGES, OBJ, STL. Page 2 If you have any questions on ordering or none of the offered payment options meets your expectations, please contact us at
info@cadsofttools.com. EnterpriseProfessional User License 134 USD188 USDBuy 66 USD94 USDBuy Floating License(minimum quantity of 3 items) 269 USD377 USDBuy 134 USD188 USDBuy 3D viewing and conversion* ✓ ✓ 2D viewing and conversion** ✓ ✓ Tiled Print ✓ ✓ Editing ✓ ✓ Redline ✓ ✓ PDF to DWG ✓ Batch conversion ✓ Batch print ✓
File comparison ✓ * All 3D models can be converted to STL, OBJ, AutoCAD™ DWG/DXF and supported 2D formats. Parametric 3D models can also be converted to IGES, STEP, BREP. ** PDF to DWG conversion is available only in ABViewer Enterprise. Payment Method Visa, MasterCard, American Express, JCB, Diners Club and Maestro credit cards
Wire transfer Check PayPal Purchase Order ABViewer Licenses Types Comparison User LicenseFloating License Licenses can be installed on separate computers as well as on PCs connected into one network. The license can be installed on a restricted number of computers. Each license can be used by a single person - the license owner. Computers
must be connected into a TCP/IP net. Floating licenses are especially convenient for terminal systems. The license can be installed on any number of computers within one TCP/IP net, the number of ABViewer copies running at the same time is restricted. The license can be used by all the users who have access to the TCP/IP net and floating licenses.
Supported formats: CAD formats: AutoCAD® DWG, DXF, DWF, HPGL, PLT Vector formats: PDF, SVG, CGM, EMF, WMF 3D formats: STEP, STP, IGES, IGS, BREP, STL, SAT (ACIS), Parasolid® (X_T, X_B), SolidWorks® (SLDPRT) Raster formats: PNG, BMP, JPG, GIF, TIFF, TGA, CAL Archives: ZIP, CAB, GZIP, TAR The X_T file type is primarily
associated with Parasolid. X_T files mostly belong to Parasolid by UGS Corp. Also known as a Modeller Transmit File. Parasolid is a geometric modeling kernel originally developed by ShapeData, now owned by UGS Corp., that can be licensed by other companies for use in their 3D computer graphics software products. How to open X_T files You need
a suitable software like Parasolid from UGS Corp. to open an X_T file. Without proper software you will receive a Windows message "How do you want to open this file?" or "Windows cannot open this file" or a similar Mac/iPhone/Android alert. If you cannot open your X_T file correctly, try to right-click or long-press the file. Then click "Open with" and
choose an application. You can also display a X_T file directly in the browser:. Just drag the file onto this browser window and drop it. Online X_T File Viewer Choose your .x_t file to view Read our privacy guarantee in Filext’s terms and privacy policy File classification:CAD/CAM Identifier:Hex: 2A 2A 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 4F 50
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6A 6B 6C 6D 6E 6F 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A 2A, ASCII: **ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz* (provided by TrID database) Related files:xt, axt, exe, x_b, xmt_txt, ug, igs, mt, step, zip, rar, jpg, prt, ht, imz, elt, pdf, tx, msg, xls an x_t CAD File is a special
file format by UGS Corp. and should only be edited and saved with the appropriate software. Associate the X_T file extension with the correct application. Update your software that should actually open cad files. Because only the current version supports the latest X_T file format. Search, therefore, e.g. on the UGS Corp. manufacturer website after
an available Parasolid update. To make sure that your X_T file is not corrupted or virus-infected, get the file again and scan it with Google's virustotal.com. CAD software packages can be incredibly expensive, which can cause issues when you want to view/open CAD files supplied by a designer. If you just want to view a 3D model without making
design edits, a CAD viewer may be a good option. In some cases, you’ll need to choose a CAD viewer that’s compatible with proprietary files. Unfortunately, you may need to download a different viewer software to open different types of CAD software files. The best option on the market for viewing various types of CAD files is the Autodesk Viewer
tool. The viewer is free to use and runs in your web browser (no install required). See files supported by the Autodesk viewer coverage below. Note: To make viewing files easier, you can ask designers to send a neutral CAD file format along with the proprietary files. Neutral CAD file formats may exclude some data, but you’ll be able to open and view
the CAD files with a basic viewer. Some of the neutral file formats include STEP, IGES, Parasolid, STL, VRML, X3D, COLLADA, and DXF. Files with x_t file extension can be usually encountered as 3D models or technical drawings prepared and saved in a text format native to Parasolid software. Detailed descriptionSoftware that open x_t fileAdd
comment File type specification: 3d graphics, CAD-CAM-CAE file typeFile extension x_t file is primarily related to Parasolid, a geometric modeling kernel originally developed by ShapeData, now owned by Siemens PLM Software (formerly UGS Corp.). It is often licensed by other companies for use in their 3D computer graphics software products. The
x_t file is stores 3D data / models / parts in a simple text format. It replaced older version known as xmt_txt. Updated: June 22, 2021 Parasolid Company or developer:Siemens Product Lifecycle Management Software Inc.Parasolid is the world’s leading production-proven 3D geometric modeling component software, providing core functionality that
enables users of Parasolid-based products to rapidly and robustly model the industry’s most complex products. Based on high precision boundary-representation technology, Parasolid supports solid modeling, generalized cellular modeling and freeform surface/sheet modeling within an integrated framework. Recommended software programs are
sorted by OS platform (Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS, Android etc.) and possible program actions that can be done with the file: like open x_t file, edit x_t file, convert x_t file, view x_t file, play x_t file etc. (if exist software for corresponding action in File-Extensions.org's database).Hint:Click on the tab below to simply browse between the application
actions, to quickly get a list of recommended software, which is able to perform the specified software action, such as opening, editing or converting x_t files.Programs supporting the exension x_t on the main platforms Windows, Mac, Linux or mobile. Click on the link to get more information about listed programs for edit x_t file action. Programs
supporting the exension x_t on the main platforms Windows, Mac, Linux or mobile. Click on the link to get more information about Afanche 3D Viewer for Mac for view x_t file action. Afanche 3D Viewer for MacPrograms supporting the exension x_t on the main platforms Windows, Mac, Linux or mobile. Click on the link to get more information about
Parasolid for create x_t file action. Enter any file extension without dot (e.g. pdf)Search for file extension details and associated application(s) Download Universal File Viewer (File Magic) Optional Offer for File Magic by Solvusoft | EULA | Privacy Policy | Terms | Uninstall Step 1: Double-Click the File Before you try any other ways to open X_T files,
start by double-clicking the file icon. The file should open automatically. If it doesn’t open, or you see an error message, move on to Step 2. Step 2: Choose the Right Program There are many different programs you can use to open X_T files. If the file doesn’t open when you double-click it, you may not have one of these programs on your computer.
Try installing the most common program associated with X_T files, Parasolid CAD File. If this program doesn't work, move to Step 3. Step 3: Figure Out the File Type The file type can give you a clue as to which programs can open your X_T file. Files with the X_T extension are usually CAD Files. If you’re not sure what the file type is, follow the steps
below to find it: Using Windows: Right-click the file’s icon Click “Properties” Find the file type listed under “Type of File” Using a Mac: Right-click the file’s icon Click “More Info” Find the file type listed under “Kind” Once you know the file type, you can use this information do some searching for other possible programs that utilize file extension X_T
or that open CAD Files. If this still doesn't help, move to Step 4. Step 4: Check with the Software Developer The most common programs associated with X_T files are all created by different software developers. These developers can help you if you’re having trouble opening your X_T file. Find your program in the left column of the table below and
contact the developer listed in the right column. Software Developer Parasolid CAD File UGS Corp. Step 5: Download a Universal File Viewer If you have completed Steps 1 through 4 and you still can’t open your X_T file, it’s time to try a universal file viewer like File Magic (Download). A universal file viewer is a program you can use to open
hundreds of different types of files (depending on the format). Note: If your X_T file isn’t compatible with a universal file viewer, it will open in binary format. Recommended Download Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos. Download Universal File Viewer (File Magic) Optional Offer for File Magic by Solvusoft | EULA | Privacy Policy |
Terms | Uninstall Editor Ratings: User Ratings:[Total: 20 Average: 1.6/5] NuGraf is a free x_t viewer software for Windows. You can use this 3D viewer software if you need to quickly view and analyze a x_t file, also known as Parasolid file. It has various 3D viewer tools that you can make use to look around a loaded Parasolid file. Also, it lets you edit
3D models to add, remove, or modify components. You can use this x_t reader to view a model in different camera views, scale object, change light source direction, pan object, and do more. Note: The free version of NuGraph comes with a limitation. When you load a 3D file for viewing, every 5th polygon of the model will be hidden. You will notice in
the below screenshots that some of the polygons are missing in the x_t files loaded for viewing. Although the polygons are missing, you will get a good idea about the model. That is why, I recommend this free x_t viewer only for a quick look at models. I wasn’t able to find any other free tool to view x_t files. If you want a better Parasolid viewer
software for regular viewing purpose, you can go for a paid alternatives of this x_t viewer tool, like Parasolid Viewer. Let us quickly take a look at this free Parasolid viewer and the 3D model viewer tools provided by it. The interface of this x_t viewer is intuitive and provides easy to access tools on the toolbar available at the left side of the interface.
When you load a 3D file to view, it is displayed in a 4 pane window in different views. The 4 views in which a model is displayed are: Top, Front, Right, and Camera view. For close analysis, you can expand any of the four views. Simply go to the toolbar, and under the Multi Views section, click on the type of view you want to expand. The viewing
tools available on toolbar let you move, zoom in, zoom out, and pan a model. Note: The option to rotate a 3D model is available, but did not work for x_t files. While testing other 3D model formats, the rotate tool worked perfectly. Another good feature of this free Parasolid viewer software lets you view structure tree of the loaded 3D file. Click on a
part to highlight it. You can edit, hide, delete, or modify the select part according to your choice while viewing. This x_t viewer software also serves the purpose of x_t editor. You can add shapes, modify actual parts, and do much more. But remember, as the free version has limitations, the model will be exported with every 5th polygon missing. A
huge list of 3D model formats are supported by this free x_t viewer and editor software. Some of the popular formats including x_t format are: 3DS, IAM, IPT, DAE, DGN, DWG, DXF, FBX, HSF, GEO, IGES, AI, ProE files, SKP, STL, OBJ, and more. Closing Words: NuGraf as a free CAD viewer lets you view x_t and various other 3D/2D files. I would only
suggest it if you need to take a quick look at a couple of x_t files. As every 5th polygon is missing in the free version while viewing, it is not recommended for fine analysis of 3D models. You can look for a paid solution to view x_t files, or ask your client to provide 3D files in other common formats whose viewers are easily available. Get NuGraph.
x_t file viewer online. x_t file viewer free. x_t file viewer mac. x_t file viewer app. x_t file viewer download. x_t file viewer free download. x_t file viewer free mac. x_t file viewer software
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